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General overview of lecture: This course is intended to give the students a thorough knowledge 

of compiler design techniques and tools for modern computer programming languages. This course 

covers advanced topics such as data-flow analysis and control-flow analysis, code generation and 

program analysis and optimization. 

 

Prerequisites: Students should be familiar with the concepts in theory of computation (e.g., 

regular sets and context-free grammars); design and analysis of algorithms (e.g., asymptotic 

complexity, divide and conquer and dynamic-programming techniques); and have strong 

programming skills using dynamic, pointer-based data structures either in C or C++ programming 

languages. Students should also be familiar with basic concepts of imperative programming 

languages such as scoping rules, parameter passing disciplines and recursion. 

 

Learning outcomes: At the completion of this course, students are expected to: 

i. to better understand the mathematical foundations of computer science, 

ii. to gain experience with source code compilation and interpretation, 

iii. to understand the relationships between grammars and parsers, 

iv. to understand parsing algorithms and techniques, 

v. to understand parse generation software and their activities in Linux and Windows OS, 

vi. to gain an appreciation for applications of compiler design management 

 

Assignments: We expect to have 5 individual homework assignments throughout the course in 

addition to a Mid-Term Test and a Final Exam. Home works are due at the beginning of the class 

on the due date. Home works are organized and structured as preparation for the midterm and final 

exam, and are meant to be a studying material for both exams. There will also be 3 individual 

programming projects in this class. The goal of these projects is to have the students experiment 

with very practical aspects of compiler construction and program analysis.  

 

Grading: We will assign 10% of this class grade to home works, 10% for the programming 

projects, 10% for the mid-term test and 70% for the final exam. The Final exam is comprehensive. 

 

 

Main Lecture: Below is a description of the contents.  

 



Introduction to Compiler Design 

A compiler is a translator, which means a program that does conversion from one form to another. 

And as illustrated in the figure, a compiler usually translates a program (the source program) 

written in one language to an equivalent program (the target program) 

SOURCE PROGRAM                               COMPILER                            TARGET PROGRAM 

We call the languages in which the source and target programs are written the source and target 

languages, respectively. Naturally, the source language is a high-level language in which programs 

are written by humans (such as Java or C++), whereas the target language is the language the 

computer hardware can directly handle (machine language) or a symbolic form of it (assembly 

language). 

 

Translation Errors 

Two errors usually occur during the process of translation by a compiler. The errors identified are:  

1. Syntax error and  

2. Logic error. 

Syntax error do occur once the source program violates a syntax rule of the source language. For 

example, the following Java method has one syntax error (a right brace instead of a left brace on 

the second line): 

public class Main { 

public static void main(String[] args)  

} //Syntax error 

        System.out.println("Answer = " + y); 

    } 

A logic error is an error that does not violate a syntax rule. However when the program is run, the 

computation will not give the desired results. For example, suppose we write the following Java 

method to compute and return the sum of 4 and 5: 

p u b l i c int sum() 

) 

r e t u r n 4+ 50; // logic error 

} 

This method is a valid Java method but it tells the computer to do the wrong thing—to compute 4 

+ 50 instead 4 + 5.  

 

PARTS OF A COMPILER 

A compiler in its simplest form consists of three parts: the token manager, the parser, and the code 

generator as illustrated in the figure. 

          Token Manager               Parser                 Code Generator 

 

1. The Token Manager 

During the process of writing a program using a high level language to produce the source 

program, what the compiler does is to input this source program in the form of a stream of 

characters. The token manager, which is typically the lexical analyzer, lexer, scanner, or tokenizer 

now takes up the functionality of breaking down the streams of characters into expressive entities. 

These expressive units that gives meaning to the stream of characters are called tokens.  For 

example, if a token manager reads  



int k;  

k = 10; 

The token manager would output the following sequence of tokens: 

int 

k 

; 

k 

= 

10 

; 

 

 

 

2. The Parser 

Parser is the part of the compiler that takes care of the evaluation of the tokens. This means that 

the parser the token sequence produced by the token manager must be scrutinized by the parser so 

as to detect any possible error and as well to take the appropriate action such as generating an error 

message and terminating the compilation process. The parser also develops and gathers 

information from the token sequence that will be needed by the code generator. Another very 

important thing the parser does is requests the code generator to receiving accumulated information 

to be passed into it. 

 

3. The Code Generator 

This part of the compiler outputs the target program based on the information provided by the 

parser. In this way in a typical compiler structure, the parser acts as the controller. As the parsing 

process continues, the token manager is called whenever it needs a token, and then calls the code 

generator at various points during the parse so that whatever information needed by the code 

generator is then passed into it.  

 

THE PHASES OF A COMPILER 
The compiler operates in six phases. Each phase transforms the source program from one 

representation to another. The phases are as follows: 

1. Lexical Analysis  

2. Syntax Analysis 

3. Semantic Analysis 

4. Intermediate code generation 

5. Code optimization 

6. Code Generation 

 

The Analysis Phase 
The analysis phase involves the Lexical, Syntax and Semantic phase. The reality is that as 

translation progresses, the compiler’s internal representation of the source program changes, which 

means that during analysis the source program is broken into constituent pieces and then creates 

an intermediate representation. Also during analysis the operations implied by the source program 

are determined and recorded in a hierarchical structure called a syntax tree 

 



1. Lexical Analysis 

This phase involves lexical analysis or scanning. The functionality is that the stream of characters 

making up the source program i.e. the lexemes are read from left to right and grouped into a stream 

of tokens having a collective meaning such as, An identifier, A keyword, A punctuation character. 

Note that the character sequence forming a token is called the lexeme for the token.  For example 

given a statement having a stream of characters such as position := initial + rate *10 would be 

grouped into the following tokens 

1. The identifier ----position 

2. The assignment symbol : = 

3. The identifier ….. initial 

4. The plus sign + 

5. The identifier ….. initial 

6. The multiplication sign * 

7. The number 10 

 

2. Syntax Analysis 

The syntax analysis phase involves the parsing process, so the syntax analyzer is otherwise called 

the parser. Syntax analysis imposes a hierarchical structure on the token stream. This hierarchical 

structure is called syntax tree. This happens by grouping the tokens into grammatical phrases that 

are used by the compiler to synthesize output. These clearly indicates that the three parts of the 

compiler operate concurrently where the compiling process is organized into three passes. In the 

first pass, the token manager reads the source program and creates a file containing the tokens 

corresponding to the source program. In the second pass, the parser reads the file of tokens and 

outputs a file containing information required by the code generator. In the third pass, the code 

generator reads this file and outputs a file containing the target program 

 

3. Semantic Analysis 

This phase checks the source program for semantic errors by checking the intermediate 

representation to see that they fit together meaningfully and as well gathers type information for 

the subsequent code generation phase. It uses the parse tree (concrete syntax) and the syntax tree 

(abstract syntax tree--AST) both of the hierarchical structure from syntax analysis to identify the 

operators and operands of expressions and statements. The AST showcases the operators as the 

interior nodes and the operands of an operator as the children of the node for that operator. The 

parse tree (concrete syntax) showcases the grammar phrases of the syntactic structure of the input 

steam. The semantic analysis goes through all these by type checking. Type checking by semantic 

analysis does check that each operator has operands that are permitted by the source language 

specifications. 

 
Summary/Conclusions 

The syntax and semantic analysis generate a explicit intermediate representation (IR) of the source 

program. The intermediate representation should have two important properties: It should be easy 

to produce, and easy to translate into target program. Intermediate representation can have a variety 

of forms. One of the forms is: three address code; which is like the assembly language for a 

machine in which every location can act like a register. Three address code consists of a sequence 

of instructions, each of which has at most three operands. Code optimization phase attempts to 

improve the intermediate code, so that faster-running machine code will result. The final phase of 



the compiler is the generation of target code, consisting normally of relocatable machine code or 

assembly code. Memory locations are selected for each of the variables used by the program. Then, 

the each intermediate instruction is translated into a sequence of machine instructions that perform 

the same task.  

 

Interactions and Questions 

Q1.  

a. Develop a simple program that can carry up to 15 lines: run and submit both the source 

code and the output. 

b. From (a), develop a syntax tree of the source code and the associated parse tree clearly 

indicating the strings of tokens. 

c. Justify your result in (b) with the appropriate compiler concept. 

  

Q2.  

a. Differentiate tokens, patterns, and lexemes. 

b. What is the function of hierarchical analysis? 

c. What does a semantic analysis do? 

 

Further Readings 

Textbook: The recommended textbook for this class are as stated: 

Title: Compilers: Principles, Techniques and Tools 

Authors: A. Aho, M. Lam, R. Sethi and J. Ullman 

Publisher: Addison-Wesley 2nd edition 

ISBN-13: 978-0321547989 

 

Title: Engineering a Compiler 

Authors: Keith Cooper and Linda Torczon, 

Publisher: Morgan-Kaufman Publishers 

ISBN: 1-558600-698-X 

 

Title: Advanced Compiler Design and Implementation 

Author: S. Muchnick, 

Publisher: Morgan-Kaufmann Publishers 

ISBN: 1-558600-320-4 

 


